GUIDE TO USING YOUR FIRE FANS

To make your own fire fans, visit www.makefirefans.com for instructions and tips.

When soaking your fire fans, submerge the Kevlar rope or wicks evenly in your fuel of choice, making sure to soak all the wick for a maximum flame effect and even burning.

Remove excess fuel before lighting by squeezing or using the blotting method. While still holding the soaked fire-head down, a firm downwards ‘shake’ will help ensure no excess fuel flies out when in use.

Then simply light each fan and once the flames are evenly spread over the rope or wicks - dance, twirl, spin and enjoy! We recommend starting slowly at first, being careful to watch for any excess fuel spraying out of the wick.

Once your routine has finished, or the wicks start to flicker due to the fuel being used up, extinguish the flames. Allow at least a few seconds for the wicks to cool down, then lightly re-soak the wicks in fuel. Extinguishing the flames rather than letting them burn out, followed by cooling by re-soaking the wicks, will help prevent them smouldering. Smouldering can reduce the life of the wick material.

For more information please visit www.homeofpoi.com
or e-mail support@homeofpoi.com

Happy Spinning!!